A complete three-dimensional Patterson synthesis of haemoglobin has been calculated, giving the distribution of vector density in thirty-one sections through the unit cell. The sections show certain concentrations of vector density which can be interpreted in terms of polypeptide chain structure. The following tire the conclusions tentatively arrived at on the evidence described in this paper. 
A previous paper described bow the arrangement of the haemoglobin molecules in the crystal, their shape and dimensions and certain features of their internal struc ture can be deduced from a detailed analysis of the X-ray diffraction pattern (BoyesWatson, Davidson & Perutz 1947 , henceforth referred to as I). Of necessity only a small part of the total diffraction pattern was used (i.e. the reflexions from the three principal crystal zones), while the intensities of the vast majority of reflexions had to be disregarded for lack of any method of interpretation.
At present the three-dimensional Patterson synthesis represents the only way of translating the information contained in the complete' diffraction pattern into a form which Is at least potentially capable of being interpreted in terms of molecular structure. Such a three-dimensional synthesis gives the vector density in a series of sections through the unit cell and is intrinsically much more likely to lend itself to reasoned interpretation than the two-dimensional projections described in I, because the overlapping of peaks is reduced and the resolution much increased. The actual chances of interpretation depend largely on the kind of molecular structure which the protein may be supposed to possess. For instance, if the globin njolecule consisted of a complex interlocking system of coiled polypeptide chains where inter atomic vectors occur with equal frequency in all possible directions, the Patterson synthesis would be unlikely to provide a clue to the structure. On the other hand, if the polypeptide chains were arranged in layers or parallel bundles, interatomic vectors within the layer plane or in the chain direction should occur particularly frequently and should give rise to a vector structure showing a corresponding system of layers or chains, which could then be interpreted without difficulty. All the more plausible hypotheses of globular protein structure put forward in recent years have
been based on systems of the latter kind (Astbury 1936; Pauling 1940) . Hence it was not unreasonable to hope th a t the Patterson synthesis might lead to inter pretable results which would justify the great effort involved in its preparation.
One previous effort on similar lines, though on a smaller scale, has been made by Crowfoot (1938) , using dried crystals of insulin. From the Patterson sections of air-dried insulin Crowfoot concluded th a t the distribution of vector peaks bore no relation either to the cyclol structure which was then under debate or to the various chain structures put forward for the globular proteins. No reflexions from spacings smaller than 7 A were, however, included in the Fourier series, and hence the resolution of the Patterson sections was limited. More recently a complete Patterson synthesis of wet insulin was calculated by Wrinch (in collaboration with a com puting firm in the U.S.A.) from intensity data supplied by Crowfoot (private com munication). The results have not yet been published.
. E x p e r im e n t a l (a) Preparation of relative intensity data
The diffraction pattern of wet haemoglobin crystals extends to a spacing of 2*5 A, but indexing was not carried beyond 2-8 A spacing, since only isolated weak reflex ions occurred beyond this range. Even so the limiting sphere contained 62,700 reciprocal lattice points which symmetry reduces to 7840 reflexions relevant for analysis. The photographing, indexing, measuring, correcting and correlating of some 7000 reflexions was a task whose length and tediousness it will be better not to describe. In the indexing and measuring the writer was helped by Miss Joy BoyesWatson and Dr Edna Davidson, who each did one-third of the work.
Since no moving-film camera of suitable design was available the intensities had to be recorded on three sets of forty-five oscillation photographs taken respectively about the [100] , [001] and [102] zone axes. The range of oscillation was 3°, with 1° overlap between successive photographs. Exposures varied between 1 and 2 hr., depending on the size of the crystal. Different crystals had to be used for the three series, since it was found th at irradiation of a haemoglobin crystal with X-rays for more than about 70 hr. had a serious weakening effect on the intensity of the whole diffraction pattern.
The crystals used were the monoclinic variety of wet horse methaemoglobin with unit cell no. 5 and suspension medium B (see I, tables 1 and 2, p. 93). The shape of the crystals was such th at errors due to absorption effects could be neglected. In dexing was done with a Bernal chart specially made for the purpose, with lines of equal £ drawn at intervals corresponding to the actual layer lines on the photographs. The small range of oscillation ensured that all reflexions could be indexed unam biguously, despite the large unit-cell dimensions. Intensities were estimated visually by a method since described by Beevers & Cochran (1947) . The occurrence of equi valent reflexions on different photographs, due to the symmetry properties of the reciprocal lattice, provided a check against possible mistakes. After correction by the usual factors the set of relative intensities-about 7000 in number-was used for the calculation of the three-dimensional Fourier series.
(6) Calculation of the Patterson synthesis
The haemoglobin crystals belong to the space-group C 2 which has four general positions. In the calculation of the Patterson-Fourier series a centre of symmetry is added, so th at the corresponding vector structure has the symmetry C 2/m, with eight general positions. Hence the vector structure need only be calculated for one-eighth of the unit cell, the remainder being obtained by symmetry operations.
The vector density was calculated at intervals of #/120, 60 and z/60, corressponding roughly to intervals of 1A in each direction. This meant th a t about 7000 Fourier terms had to be summed for each of 58,621 points. The Fourier summation was carried out for us by Miss E. Gittus of the Scientific Computing Service Ltd, using punched card computing machines of the Hollerith type. The actual method of adapting punched card machines to the calculation of three-dimensional Fourier series was devised by G. B. Hey and Barbara Rogers Low (unpublished) in con nexion with the structure determination of penicillin (Crowfoot, Bunn, Rogers Low & Turner-Jones 1948) , and similar methods have also been developed independently by Shaffer, Schomaker & Pauling (1946) and by Cox, Gross & Jeffrey (1947) .
The final results were plotted in the form of thirty-one contour maps parallel to the XZ-plane, showing the vector density in sections from y = 0 to 30/60. Calcula tion of the vector density at intervals of 1A was sufficiently close, since the Fourier series did not include any terms of less than 2*8 A spacing, which in any case limited the resolving power of the vector maps to 1*7 A.
The Patterson sections
A preliminary survey of the sectional contour maps revealed a roughly spherical shell of very high vector density surrounding the origin a t a distance of about 5 A.
I t was thought th at this feature might be a diffraction fringe of the vector peak at the origin, caused by lack of convergence of the Fourier series. Uncertainty about the possibly spurious character of such a prominent feature in the vector structure seemed highly undesirable, and a removal of the origin peak together with its diffraction fringes was therefore attempted. The method of calculation was developed jointly with Dr W. Cochran and is described in outline in the appendix.
The results of these calculations showed th at the first diffraction fringe had a height of 1 % of the origin peak and occurred a t a distance of 4-5 A from it, and th a t beyond 14 A from the origin the height of the fringes became negligibly small compared with the density variations in the original data. Figure 1 shows part of the Patterson section a t y = 0 before and after subtraction of the 'origin peak and its fring The ring of high vector density surrounding the origin is a section through the shell a t 5 A. Over much of its area the maximum in the first diffraction fringe does indeed coincide with this ring. On the other hand, the ring in the haemoglobin synthesis has about twice the width and three times the height of the diffraction fringe, and subtraction of the fringe does not alter appreciably the total vector density con centrated in the vector ring, but merely produces small shifts in the distribution of vector density within it. Altogether the corrected contour map only differs in minor detail from the uncorrected one. As will be shown in the appendix, there is reason to believe th a t the amplitude of the fringes was actually overestimated, and th a t sub traction of the fringes might therefore have introduced new spurious features into the Patterson synthesis. Hence there seemed to be no point in proceeding any further with the corrected contour maps; in subsequent illustrations only the uncorrected version of the Patterson sections is reproduced.
These sections show a towering peak a t the origin (not drawn) from which the density falls steeply to a high plateau. W ith the exception of the origin peak, the peaks and hollows on the vector maps differ by only + 2 to 5 % from the average level of th a t plateau. This is due to the smallness of even the strong values compared to the constant term in the Patterson synthesis*. In the maps the average level of the plateau has been chosen as a kind of sea level and only the contours on the islands were drawn, those of the hollows below sea level being omitted. This procedure has the advantage th a t the lower and hence less significant terms can be disregarded and do not confuse the picture. Contours were drawn at intervals of about 0*5% of F oo q . All areas above 'sea level' are shaded.
Figures 2 to 14 show the sections P(x, 0, z) to P (x, 12/60, z) . The remaining sections up to y -\a re not reproduced since they contain no interpretable information.
Figures 15 and 16 show the two sections 0) and P(0',y,z'), the latter being a section through the origin normal to the X-axis.
The main features of the Patterson synthesis are best seen in a three-dimensional model where the contour maps are drawn on transparent sheets and superimposed. In order to illustrate a t least some of the features which appear in the model a number of 'bounded sections' have been drawn; these were derived by adding the vector density of certain combinations of sections, and are reproduced in figures 17 to 19.
The 5 A shell
The shell of high vector density surrounding the origin a t a spacing of about 5 ( ± 1) A is marked 8 in figures 2 to 7. Each of the figures 2 to 5 clearly shows a central ring of high vector density whose diameter diminishes in successive sections. Figures 6 and 7 show sections through the outer rim of the shell, and in figure 8 all trace of it has disappeared. The vector density varies within wide limits in different parts of the shell. The greatest concentration of density by far is to be found in the plane a t y = 0 (figure 2), where there is a vector peak drawn out into an arc normal to X (marked S 1 and S 2). Within 8 t the density reaches a 6% of F<joo> highest in the entire Patterson synthesis. Vectors of 5 A in the direction of th at arc therefore appear to be one of the primary features of the molecular structure. There is a sub sidiary peak of density 9 close to the Y direction (marked S3) which is visible in figures 6 and 15, and corresponds to a distance of 4*8 A from the origin. Figure 16 shows th at the vector density of the shell in the plane normal to X is much lower than in either the X Y or X Zp lane; the greatest density in the plane n is 2*5%, and in the Z direction it is only 1*5% of Fqq0. An overall view of the density distribution within the shell is best obtained from figure 20 which is a stereographic projection showing the maximum density en countered by a radius vector on passing from the origin through the shell. I t thus represents a contour map in which the vector density a t a distance of 5 ( ± 1) A from the origin is plotted as a function of angle. The very high peak in the X direction and its satellite S 2 which together make up the arc a t = 0 stand out clearly, showing again the exceedingly high density concentration in th at plane.
The main rods parallel to X
The second feature which is immediately obvious in figure 2 is a rod-like structure of high vector density which is centred a t = 0 and runs parallel to X . This rod contains four maxima along its length (marked a in figures 2, 3 and 15) which are spaced a t intervals of 5 A. The rod is still visible in figure 3 and is a prominent feature of the bounded section (figure 17) compounded of figures 2 and 3. I t can also be seen in figure 15 , though it is thinner in the X Y plane than in the X Z plane.
X-ray study of methaemoglobin. In addition to the rod at y = z = 0 and z = ± 10/60, at a distance of 10 to 11A from the A-axis. These rods (marked A-A) are visible in figures 8 and 9 and are particularly striking in the bounded section compounded of the two (figure 18). I t is to be noted th at the rods in the upper and lower parts of these figures are really part of one continuous rod-like structure which runs through most of the unit cell-a fact which can be visualized if the contour maps are imagined to be repeated by symmetry, involving rotation through 180° around the points x = z = 0 and x = 1/4 a Finally, there is a structure, rod-like though rather tortuous, winding its way along the X direction a t z = 0 and y = 9/60, 10/60 and figures 11 to 13). This rod also has a distance of 10 to 11A from the X-axis. The same feature stands out in the bounded section compounded of those three figures (figure 19). Finally, part of this structure also appears in figure 15.
All these rod-like vector peaks are roughly parallel to the X-axis, and they should therefore appear as peaks in a planar Patterson projection normal to X. Examina tion of figure 21 shows this expectation confirmed. The projection contains two types of peaks a t a distance of 10*5 A from the origin (marked A and B) which appear in the exact positions of the corresponding rods in the three-dimensional synthesis.
(The central rod a t y = z = 0, of course, coincides with th visible in the two other principal projections shown in I (figures 36 and c, p. 93). The third type of peak in figure 21 (marked G) may or may not correspond to a rod-like structure in the three-dimensional synthesis. I t is difficult to judge whether such a structure exists, because the peaks occur a t a distance from the origin where intra-and intermolecular peaks begin to overlap. Certain maxima in figures 2, 3, 4 and 17 which would project into th a t peak are marked C. Figure 16 is a section through the origin normal to X, i.e. normal to the length of the rods: I t is remarkable for its low density. Except in the S shell and a t the points where the rods A cross the section, the density nowhere exceeds 1 % of F q o 0, while densities in the other two sections through the origin range up to 2 to 3%. I t seems surprising th at no maximum appears in the positions where the rods B cross the section, but figure 19 shows th at this rod actually has a minimum a t = 0.
The subsidiary rods parallel to Y
Examination of the three-dimensional model of the vector structure reveals a further set of four rods running parallel to a t a distance of about 10 A from the F-axis. These rods* are comparatively short-they only extend from = 0 to y -5/60-!and are not generally as dense as the main rods. In consequence they do not show up as well as in the Patterson projection along F. The positions where these rods pass through the sections are marked 6 in figures 2 to 6. Figure 22 gives a perspective view of the main rod structure in idealized form. I t shows the central rod sliced open along half its length, revealing the origin peak in the middle, the arc of high vector density a t 5 A from the origin (S) and the maxima along the length of the rod (a). The main rod is surrounded by six others a t a distance of 10*5 A, arranged a t the comers of a regular hexagon, which can be identified with the rods A and B in the sections. The subsidiary rods along F are not shown.
General description
The features just described are the most prominent ones in the Patterson synthesis and those which most readily lend themselves to interpretation. Little notice was taken of the lower peaks in the vector structure and of the peak systems in the outer regions of the contour maps where inter-and intramolecular vectors are liable to overlap. This still leaves certain strong peaks to be accounted for. In the first place all the main rods carry branches which protrude in different directions (visible in figures 2, 8, 9 and 15, for instance); it will be shown below th at these fit into the general scheme of interpretation. There are some other peaks, however, such as the maze of structures around the centre of figure 10, or the two' very strong peaks marked C in figure 17, which form isolated features whose significance is difficult to assess.
Interpretation
First consider the system of vector rods parallel to X . As figure 22 illustrates, one rod passes through the origin and is surrounded by six other rods arranged a t the corners of a regular hexagon; their distance from the central rod is 10*5 A. I t can be shown th at this is the type of vector structure to be expected from a set of parallel chains, for in such a structure the interatomic vectors within any one chain would give rise to a rod of high vector density passing through the origin, while the vectors between atoms of neighbouring chains would produce a set of subsidiary rods surrou n d in g the central one. The distances between the central rod and its satellites would then correspond to the vectors between neighbouring chains in the structure. Admittedly the real picture of the vector rods in the haemoglobin synthesis is confused by numerous subsidiary structures branching from them in different directions and also by other peaks more or less unconnected with the main rods, but all the same the vector rods undoubtedly form the most prominent and consistent set of peaks in the Patterson synthesis. The presence of these rods thus suggests th at the haemoglobin molecule contains chains parallel to X with a prominent vector of 5 A along the chain direction and a distance of 10*5 A between neighbouring chains. This conclusion emerges from the vector structure alone and is quite independent of other evidence, comprising both chemical and X-ray data, which will now be introduced.
Both from the chemical and physical points of view the case for the existence of polypeptide chains within native globular proteins is overwhelming. I t is known, moreover, th at the atoms within any one chain are linked by primary covalent bonds, while the bonds between neighbouring chains largely take the form of salt bridges and secondary valency bonds. Thus a bundle of parallel polypeptide chains will consist of rod-like regions of high electron density, just like any other long-chain polymer, and will therefore give rise to the vector structure which is typical for this class of compounds. There are, of course, the side-chains to be considered, but these are short compared to the main chains, the biggest, th at of arginine, having a length of only 7*5 A. Since no other chain structures are likely to occur within the haemo globin molecule, it thus seems inevitable to conclude th at the rods in the vector structure represent the polypeptide chains themselves.
On the basis of this argument the central rod parallel to X should give the direction of the polypeptide chains and the set of rods surrounding it the main interchain vectors. The arc of high vector density at 5 A in figure 22 ) should indicate the length of the most prominent interatomic vectors along the chain direction. This interpretation is supported by the occurrence of the maxima (marked a) a t 5 A
We may now consider the general arrangement of such chains within the haemo globin molecule whose general shape and dimensions were described in I. The chains must fill a cylinder of about 57 A diameter and 34 A height (see I, figure 12, p. 123); they must run parallel to the base of the cylinder which lies in the X Y plane, and their arrangement must be such as to give rise mainly to a set of interchain vectors of the type A and B shown in figure 21 . The latter condition makes it necessary to arrange the chains in layers parallel to the X Y plane and spaced approximately 9 A apart, to conform with the layered arrangement of the vector peaks in figure 21 . No more than four such layers can be packed into the molecule of 34 A thickness.
So far we have discussed only X-ray evidence from haemoglobin itself. If this is combined with certain known facts about the stereochemistry of polypeptide chains and with analytical data concerning the number of independent chains in haemo globin the interpretation can be carried one step further. In a fully extended poly peptide chain the amino-acids repeat at intervals of 3*4 A, and the closest distance of approach of neighbouring chains is 4*5 A. In haemoglobin the most prominent vector along the length of the chains is not 3-4 but 5 A, and the closest approach of neighbouring chains 10-5 A. These facts seem to indicate th a t the chains are folded and th at the 5 A vector represents the distance between atoms which are spaced two or more amino-acid residues apart. The equal length of the two interchain vectors A and B suggests th a t the shape of the folded chains is roughly cylindrical with an average diameter of 10*5 A.
Arguing purely from considerations of packing there should be twenty such chains in the haemoglobin molecule. Porter & Sanger (1948) , on the other hand, have shown the horse haemoglobin molecule to contain only six terminal a-amino groups. Hence the twenty chains cannot be independent, but must be combined into six bigger chains folded backwards and forwards through the molecule in long zigzags. Alternatively, there might be six open chains together with a number of closed rings.
The foregoing conclusions are summarized in figure 23 which is an idealized drawing showing the type of chain configuration and packing which is compatible with the Patterson synthesis, (a) shows a polypeptide chain with a pattern repeating at intervals of 5 A in the chain direction and a long-range zigzag leading to vectors of 10*5 A between neighbouring portions of the same chain folded back on itself.
In (6) an arrangement of the chains has been chosen in which the two prominent interchain vectors A and B are the most frequent. The details in the two pictures are, of course, purely imaginative, but the general lay-out which they indicate follows from the vector structure.
We now come to some features of the vector structure whose meaning is more difficult to assess. I t has often been argued that the sterical configuration of folded polypeptide chains should be determined by the van der Waals forces between the side-chains, which should be oriented in parallel and hence force the main chains to be folded in one plane. This raises the question whether the vector structure indicates the existence of a planar fold. The great lateral spread of the strong 5 A X-ray study of methaemoglobin. II Vol. 195. A# 32 peak in the X Z plane (see figure 20) and the comparative feebleness of much 8 shell in the X Y plane suggests th at the chains are folded in the X Z plane. The greater thickness of the central rod in the X Z plane (figure 2) compared to th a t in the X Y plane (figure 15) points to the same conclusion. In th at case the system of subsidiary vector rods of the type 6 running parallel to a t 10 A from the F-axis would represent vectors between the side-chains protruding a t right angles to the planar fold of the main chain. The length of the subsidiary rods-about 5 A-corre sponds in order of magnitude to the average length of the side-chains. Packing considerations would preclude the distance between neighbouring side-chains from being much greater than 5 A, so th a t these rods would correspond to vectors between second-nearest neighbours father than between nearest ones. The vectors between nearest neighbours would then be p art of the 8 shell. N ot all the evidence agrees with this picture. For instance, the main vector rods show branches which do not protrude in the Y direction. The arrangement of peaks a t the comers of a regular hexagon within the 8 shell in figure 15 is suggestive of a close-packed arrangement of side-chains extending in the Z direction. There are also the swelling properties of the crystals to be considered. I t will be remembered th a t the haemoglobin mole cules form layers parallel to the X Y plane, and th a t swelling and shrinkage of the crystals is practically confined to changes in the spacing between those layers. In the past, the swelling properties have been attributed to the pattern of ionized groups formed by side-chains which protrude normal to the X Y plane and not, as the vector structure suggests, in the direction of the Y -axis (Perutz 1946) . The evidence of the vector structure is not sufficiently strong to decide this point, nor does.it give any clue to the stereochemical nature of the short-range fold within the main polypeptide chains. One im portant difference between the real vector structure and the idealized molecular structure of figure 23 still calls for comment: the weakness of the B rods compared to the A rods. This could be accounted for, for instance, if the 5 A folds in neighbouring chains with the same Z co-ordinate were out of step, i.e. displaced relative to each other in the X direction, or if their planes of folding were differently inclined, giving rise to a kind o f 'fish-bone' pattern of the chains seen end-on.
The four layers of chains of figure 236 correspond exactly to the four layers of scattering m atter shown in the one-dimensional Fourier projections normal to the X Y plane (se$ I, figure 11, p. 121), and the explanation of the four peaks which was first offered some years ago (Boyes-Watson & Perutz 1943) has thus been confirmed. The haem groups were shown in I (figure 12, p. 123) to be oriented with their planes normal to the X-axis; they are thus normal to the length of the polypeptide chains. As it is generally believed th a t their iron atoms are linked to the imidazole groups of histidine, this would indicate th a t four of the histidine residues occur a t points where the chains fold back on themselves-these being the only positions where the side-chains could protrude in the X direction.
X-ray study of methaemoglobin. I I

D is c u s s io n
(a) The method of interpretation I t may be asked, a t this stage, whether the data contained in the vector structure are sufficiently unambiguous to justify such far-reaching conclusions. Can any significance be attached to density variations of the order of ± 2 to 5 % in an otherwise uniformly dense mass of vector m atter? Is it not too arbitrary to single out some 32-2 features in the vector structure, however prominent, ju st because they lend them selves to interpretation and to neglect others because they do not? Would it not be more satisfactory to base interpretation on a rigorous m athem atical correlation between postulated molecular structure and the observed vector structure, rath er th an to work with qualitative argum ents and imponderable probabilities ?
As regards the first question, there is reason to believe th a t the variations in electron density w ithin the haemoglobin molecule are comparatively slight, provided they are viewed with a resolving power which is insufficient to distinguish individual atoms. Measurements of the absolute intensity of reflexion in haemoglobin show th a t the structure am plitude per atom even of the strong reflexions is extremely low; in other words, the scattering contributions of the v ast m ajority of atoms cancel out and small 'regional' fluctuations in the electron density from the mean decide the magnitude of any given structure amplitude. The high density of protein (1*3) shows th a t it m ust be a compact structure w ith few gaps between the polypeptide chains, and the great chemical diversity of the amino-acids is likely to ensure th a t interatom ic distances cover a continuous range from prim ary covalent to residual bonds. The fact th a t the electron density variations w ithin protein molecules are small does not imply th a t they are accidental or bear no relation to the general features of the structure. The variations in vector density in the three-dimensional synthesis are small merely by comparison w ith the constant term which is equal to the square of the num ber of electrons in the unit cell. Although the variations are small, they are consistent w ith the variations which were found in planar projections, and there is no reason why they should be fortuitous.
To the second question no entirely satisfying answer can a t present be given. In singling out the system of rods as the basis of interpretation the w riter was led mainly by the excellent correlation between the rod-like structures in the three-dimensional synthesis, and certain features of the planar projections, especially the peaks in figure 21 , where the end-on projections of the rods are no t only prominent, b u t are actually the only peaks which occur within a radius of 16 A from the origin. The agreement of the distances both within and between the polypeptide chains in haemoglobin w ith those found in fibrous proteins (see next section) convinced him th a t these were the significant features which provide the clue to the structure. The detailed complexities of the vector structure will elude understanding as long as the details of the molecular structure rem ain unknown. To these the vector structure provides no obvious clue.
The third question is closely related to the second. Any m athem atical correlation between a postulated molecular structure and the observed vector structure really amounts to a comparison of calculated and observed intensities, which will remain impossible as long as the details of the molecular structure, such as the nature of the short-range fold, the plane of folding and the precise arrangem ent of the chains within the molecule, remain unresolved. I t was thought a t one stage th a t it m ight be sufficient to regard the polypeptide chains as uniformly scattering cylinders, b u t trials showed th a t no agreem ent between calculated and observed intensities, even among the lower orders, can be expected on the basis of such simplified models. Thus the structure proposed in the foregoing pages m ay be regarded as plausible and consistent with all the known evidence, but proof for the time being eludes me.
The conclusions will now be examined in the light of present knowledge con cerning the structure of other globular and of fibrous proteins. I t will be interesting to compare our results with various theories of protein structure put forward in the past and, finally, to see whether they are in accord with some of the characteristic physico-chemical properties which haemoglobin has in common with many other globular proteins. dy of methaemoglobin. I I
(6) Comparison with structure of other proteins
A part from the three-dimensional Patterson synthesis of air-dried insulin which was mentioned in the introduction there has been no published X-ray evidence which provides a clue to the structure of any globular protein. There are, however, a variety of unpublished data which suggest th a t the structure proposed here for haemoglobin may not be unique. Thus an X-ray analysis of horse myoglobin recently carried out by Kendrew (1948) has shown the basic structural features within the molecules of haemoglobin and myoglobin to be alike. Evidence of intramolecular layering was found in the monoclinic form of foetal sheep haemoglobin which shows strikingly powerful
OkO reflexions a t 8*3 and 21A spacings (Kendrew & Pe the first of these may be a sign of a layered arrangement of chains as in horse haemo globin. Horse-serum albumin is another instance where intramolecular layering was indicated by the intensities of certain reflexions (Fankuchen, private com munication). I t seems likely th at other globular proteins, such as ribonuclease (Fankuchen 1941 ) whose analysis was recently continued by Carlisle (private communication), whill show a type o{ arrangement of the to th at in haemoglobin and myoglobin. In insulin, on the other hand, there is definite evidence against a layer structure, and no obvious relation between its three-dimensional vector structure and th at of haemoglobin can a t present be seen.
There appears to be a close connexion between the polypeptide chain structure in haemoglobin and th at in the group of fibrous proteins giving the well-known a-keratin pattern. This pattern generally consists of only two reflexions, one at 5*1 A in the direction of the fibre axis and another at 9*7 A a t right angles to it (see, for instance, plate 16 in Astbury 1947a). I t seems th at the 5*1 A reflexion in a-keratin corresponds to the 5 A vector peak along the chain direction found in haemoglobin.
If we assume the chains in a-keratin to be arranged in hexagonal close-packing, the average distance between neighbouring chains would be 9*7/sin60° = 11*2 A, which is the same, wdthin the limits with which the positions of the vector peaks can be defined, as the interchain distance of 10*5 A found in the present analysis.
This leads us to the conclusion that the fundamental stereochemical configuration of the polypeptide chains in haemoglobin and myoglobin, and in the large group of proteins of the a-keratin type are the same. A number of hypotheses have been put forward as regards the precise nature of the fold in the a-keratin chain (Astbury & Bell 1941; Huggins 1943) , but so far no conclusive experimental evidence has emerged in favour of any of them, and this problem still awaits solution.
(c) Comparison with past hypotheses of protein structure Hypotheses of protein structure have been numerous and have often been derived by purely inductive reasoning. The most widely debated of the latter kind was W rinch's cyclol theory which postulated th a t globular protein molecules are cages of condensed polypeptide chains (Wrinch 1937 )-This theory is obviously untenable in the light of the results presented here; it should be emphasized, however, th a t it is also incompatible with the chemical and immunological properties of globular proteins (see, for instance, Pauling & Niemann 1939) .
Two hypotheses are outstanding for their close approach to reality and are con firmed in all essentials by the present analysis. A stbury combined the results of his X -ray studies of denatured proteins with Gorter's results on protein monolayers; this led him to the prediction th a t the egg-albumin molecule consists of four disk shaped layers of polypeptide chains placed on top of one another. The diameter of each disk was to be 40 A and the spacing between the disks about 10 A (Astbury 1936) . A very similar structure of globular proteins was also predicted by Pauling (1940) , who based his arguments on his interpretation of the properties of antibody molecules, as well as on general chemical grounds.
(d) Relation between structure and properties of proteins
The structure of haemoglobin proposed here is in accord w ith m any of the cha racteristic properties of globular proteins. I t is well known, for instance, th a t the number of amino-acid side-chains of a certain type (SH-groups, e-amino groups, phenolic groups, for instance) which will combine with a specific reagent in the native protein is often only a p art of the total number of such groups present in the protein, and th a t on denaturation the number of reacting groups generally increases. I t has been shown in I th a t in the crystal, a t any rate, the haemoglobin molecule is rigid and impenetrable to liquid. Hence clearly the availability of groups to reagents will depend on whether the particular group is freely accessible on the surface or tucked away in the interior of the molecule. D enaturation itself may involve many stages, beginning with the dissociation of the molecules into those component polypeptide chains which are not held together by covalent bonds, and followed by the unfolding of the long zigzags in the chains; this in tu rn would be succeeded by the unfolding of the short-range (5 A) fold, a process which would involve the uncovering of large numbers of hydrogen-bond forming groups and would therefore lead to the reassociation of different chains in the form of random networks and finally to coagulation. Astbury, Dickinson & Bailey (1935) have shown completely denatured protein to have the /?-keratin structure. Hence denaturation in its final stage should involve the transition of the polypeptide chains from the a-to the /^-configuration. All these are obvious inferences from the structure proposed in the foregoing pages.
There is, however, another set of phenomena on which these fin d in g s may throw some light. In recent years evidence has accumulated th a t proteins m ay have a dual character; certain apparently fibrous proteins in their natural state have been shown to consist of a linear sequence of globular or corpuscular particles, and certain crystalline proteins have been transformed, reversibly, into true fibres. There are several instances of this type. Electron microscope photographs of a-keratin in merino wool have been reported to reveal the presence of fibres embedded in what is called an amorphous matrix. This matrix is said to contain globular particles of about 100 A diameter, while the fibres themselves have a beaded appearance corre sponding to cross-striations with a repeat of 100 A (Farrant, Rees & Mercer 1947) . Clam muscle fibrils are flat strips within which globular particles are arranged in hexagonal close-packing (Bear 1944; Hall, Jakus & Schmitt 1945) . Waugh (1944 Waugh ( ,1946 prepared fibrils several fi long from acid-treated insulin and regained crystallizable insulin by treatment with alkali. Tropomyosin exists in a fibrous and a globular form, depending on the salt concentration of the medium (Bailey 1948; Astbury, Reed & Spark 1948) . Actin can exist in a globular (#-actin) and a fibrous form (F-actin) which are interconvertible. Yet at least three of these fibres, namely, keratin, clam muscle and tropomyosin, give the a-keratin pattern.
These observations are readily understood once it is realized th at a globular protein may consist of an assembly of parallel polypeptide chains in the a-keratin configuration. For instance, if the haemoglobin molecules were capable of end to end aggregation in the chain direction the fibres thus formed would show the a-keratin pattern superimposed on a periodicity of the order of 60 A. Hence Astbury's classical interpretation of the a-keratin pattern is not necessarily contradicted by the recent observations of Farrant et al., as the latter have suggested; the globular particles and the fibrous matrix may be merely different states of aggregation of parallel chains whose sterical configuration is similar in both. This dual character of many fibrous proteins is likely to provide a more satisfactory explanation for the frequently observed long-range periodicities in protein fibres than their interpreta tion in terms of amino-acid stoechiometry (Astbury 1942) which conflicts with recent chemical data (Martin 1946; Lindley 1947) . In some cases, such as a-keratin and muscle, the long-range periodicities may also be due to the presence of two different proteins, one of which (e.g. myosin) gives the a-keratin pattern, while the other (e.g. actin) may be responsible for the reflexions at high spacings (Astbury 19476) .
Conclusions
The following are the conclusions tentatively arrived at on the basis of the vector structure, combined with other crystallographic and chemical evidence.
The haemoglobin molecule resembles a cylinder of 57 A diameter and 34 A height which consists of an assembly of polypeptide chains running parallel to the base of the cylinder. The chains are folded, with a prominent interatomic vector of 5 A parallel to the chain direction. In addition to this short-range fold the chains also show a long fold which may extend through the whole width of the molecule. This long fold may be due either to open chains folded backwards and forwards through the molecule or to closed polypeptide loops. The average distance between neigh bouring chains, or neighbouring portions of the same chain folded back on itself, is 10*5 A. The chains are arranged in four layers which correspond to the four layers of scattering matter described in I. The haem groups lie with their flat sides approxi mately normal to the chain direction.
The data described in the foregoing pages reveal the general type of arrangement of the polypeptide chains in the haemoglobin molecule. The details have now to be found. I t remains to be seen whether the X-ray analysis of haemoglobin itself can be carried further or whether future progress lies in the analysis of simple proteins of smaller molecular weight which are now being studied by several workers.
I wish once again to record my indebtedness to Sir Lawrence Bragg for lending me his support and encouragement in a venture in which the chances of success seemed forlorn to most others. I should also like to thank Dr W. H. Taylor for his constant help and interest in the work and Professor J. D. Bernal for his helpful criticism in the preparation of this paper. I am most grateful to Miss Joy BoyesWatson and Dr Edna Davidson for sharing the burden of indexing with me, to Mrs R. H. Dalitz for plotting most of the contour maps, and to Dr L. J. Comrie and Miss E. Gittus for calculating the Fourier synthesis. The greater part of the work was financed by a generous grant from the Rockefeller Foundation, while the calculations themselves were paid from a grant of the Department of Scientific and Industrial Research. To both these bodies I wish to record my grateful thanks. Figure 24 shows r h1d plotted against 2 sin (9. The (dashed) experimental curve shows maxima a t 10 and 4*5 A spacing corresponding to the X'-ray pattern of unoriented protein. In order to extrapolate to = 0 points 1 and 2 were replaced by their weighted mean value a t 2 sin# = 0-1 (marked 1'). The full curve in figure 24 represents the function f/ lf K sin2 0 * hkl -f o -oe xP -----* r e=0 = 5 and K -8*5 were chosen as the constants giving the best fit with the experimental curve. These values were then substituted in equations (1), (3) and (6) and P(x, 0,0) was calculated. P(x, 0,0) is plotted in figure 25 and shows a series of secondary maxima, the first of which has a height of 1 % of the origin peak and a distance of 4*5 A from it. After scaling up by the appropriate factor the function was subtracted from the haemoglobin synthesis up to a distance of 14 A from the origin, beyond which the corrections became negligible compared to the density Variations in the original data. There remains the uncertainty whether the two empirical constants and K were chosen correctly. Detailed comparison of corrected and uncorrected contour maps showed th a t the corrections had introduced a new set of fringes which certainly had all the appearances of being artefacts. This indicates th a t the negative exponen tial factor Km ust have been underestimated, thus causing the fringes to fall off too slowly with distance from the origin. Although the amplitude of the fringes has thus been overestimated, as it seems, subtraction of the origin peak and its fringes pro duced no significant changes in the vector structure. This gives us confidence th a t the 5 A shell which is one of the crucial features of the synthesis is a genuine vector peak and not an artefact introduced by the premature termination of the Fourier series. In any case this point is also proved by the existence of the maximum in the average radial intensity distribution a t 4*5 A spacing which is illustrated in figure 24 .
